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Please Read
About the Manual Identifying Information on the Cover
The front cover displays pertinent identifying information for this manual. Most important, are
the published manual number (part number) /ECN (date code).  Generally, when a replacement
manual is furnished, it will have the same published manual number, but the latest available ECN.
This provides the user with the latest information applicable to his machine. Similarly all
documents comprising the manual will be the latest available as of the date the manual was
printed, even though older ECN dates for those documents may be listed in the table of
contents.

When communicating with the Milnor factory regarding this manual, please also provide the
other identifying information shown on the cover, including the publishing system, access date,
and whether the document ECN’s are the latest available or exact.

References to Yellow Troubleshooting Pages
This manual may contain references to “yellow pages.”  Although the pages containing
troubleshooting procedures are no longer printed on yellow paper, troubleshooting instructions, if
any, will be contained in the easily located “Troubleshooting” chapter or section. See the table of
contents.

Trademarks of Pellerin Milnor Corporation
The following, some of which may be used in this manual, are trademarks of Pellerin Milnor
Corporation:

Ampsaver® Dye-Extractor®    Gear Guardian® Milnet® Staph-Guard®

Autolint® Dyextractor®    Hands-Off® Milnor® System 4®

Auto-Purge® E-P Express®    Hydro-Cushion® Miltrac System 7®

Autovac E-P OneTouch®   Mildata® Miltron Totaltrol®

CBW® E-P Plus®

Comments and Suggestions
Help us to improve this manual by sending your comments to:

Pellerin Milnor Corporation
Attn: Technical Publications
P. O. Box 400
Kenner, LA 70063-0400

Fax:   (504) 469-1849
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2^]cPRc fXcW \^eX]V R^\_^]T]cb ]^a\P[[h Xb^[PcTS Qh VdPaSb� R^eTab� P]S
_P]T[b� RP] T]cP]V[T P]S RadbW h^da [X\Qb� CWTbT R^\_^]T]cb \^eT
Pdc^\PcXRP[[h�

☞ 3^ ]^c bTaeXRT d][Tbb `dP[XUXTS P]S PdcW^aXiTS�

☞ ;^RZ >55 P]S cPV ^dc _^fTa Pc cWT fP[[ SXbR^]]TRc QTU^aT bTaeXRX]V� ^a X]
PRR^aSP]RT fXcW UPRc^ah bTaeXRT _a^RTSdaTb�

BUaeYbUT�;Ydc—This procedure requires bulb pump kit (p/n KZ5CP00100), one gallon (3.8
liters) of mineral spirits, a hand operated grease pump, and the specified lubricants.

2QS[Wb_e^T�9^V_b]QdY_^—The grease filled bearing housings for 52 inch and larger
machines are supplied with two water seals and a grease seal as shown in FIGURES 1 and 2. Bath liquor
is prevented from entering the bearings by two water seals separated by grease filled cavity (FIGURE
2). Any water leaking past the water seals is drained by the leak-off cavity. The grease seal retains the
grease in the housing. The seal grease cavity and the leak-off cavity can become clogged with lint and
debris, resulting in seal and bearing failure. Every six months, flush out these cavities with mineral
spirits, as described within. Normally, flushing is done less often than greasing. However, whenever
flushing is due, it should be done just prior to greasing, during the same maintenance session.

See Seal
Details
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First water seal

Second water seal
Seal grease cavity Leak-off cavity

Grease seal
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R^]cP\X]PcTS Qh \X]TaP[ b_XaXcb�

☞ 3> =>C PccT\_c c^ U^aRT \X]TaP[ b_XaXcb X]c^ cWT QTPaX]V W^dbX]V� 8U \X]TaP[
b_XaXcb S^ ]^c U[^f TPbX[h cWa^dVW cWT bTP[ RPeXch VaTPbT aT[XTU P]S [TPZ�^UU�
aTP\ ^dc VaTPbT aT[XTU P]S [TPZ�^UU SaPX]�

☞ 3> =>C PccT\_c c^ U[dbW cWT \PX] ^a aTPa QTPaX]V�

6\ecXY^W�dXU�CUQ\�7bUQcU�3QfYdi—Before beginning, study the main bearing
assembly drawing in the service manual to identify inlets, connections, reliefs, and leak-offs.

� Locate the tubing running from the seal cavity grease
point to the bearing housing (FIGURE 3). Disconnect
this tubing at the bearing housing.

� Install the bulb pump.

� Remove the seal cavity grease relief fitting (if so
equipped) to prevent the mineral spirits and
contaminated grease from being pushed back into the
shell under the first water seal. FIGURE 4 shows the
internal passage from the seal cavity grease inlet to
the seal grease cavity (FIGURE 2) and the internal
seal cavity relief passage from the seal grease cavity
to the grease relief fitting (if so equipped) on the
housing.

� Flush until the mineral spirits dripping from the seal
cavity grease relief are clear (approximately two
quarts - 1.9 liters).

	 Re-install seal cavity grease tubing and grease relief
fitting (if so equipped).

R

Seal cavity grease point (Disconnect
this tubing at the bearing housing)
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Seal cavity
grease inlet

Seal cavity
grease relief
fitting

Internal grease
passage to seal
grease cavity

Internal
seal cavity relief
passage
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6\ecXY^W�dXU�<UQ[�_VV�3QfYdi

� Remove the vented plug at the flushing connection
and install the bulb pump.

� Pump approximately two quarts (1.9 liters) of
mineral spirits into the flushing connection until the
spirits flow easily out of the leak-off drains. FIGURE
5 shows the internal passage from the flushing
connection, through the leak-off cavity, and the
internal drain to the exterior of the housing.

� After flushing, replace the vented plug, then see
"Greasing Seals and Bearings" in the Preventive
Maintenance section.

Internal passage
to leak-off
cavity

Vented plug
for flushing
connection

Internal
passage from
leak-off cavity

Leak-off
drain
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